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Introduction
These are quite simply the most realistic artificial trees on the
market. Each one is hand built by genuine artists who have
developed a building technique over many years that can create
the ideal tree for every situation. Every detail, the clear stem, the
width of the canopy, the number and location of branches, the
shape and thickness of the crown, the number of leaves – simply
everything can be specified and a drawing supplied for approval
before the magic begins. Best of all, access is never a problem.
These trees are supplied as ‘kits’ that are easily assembled on site.
Typically a 4m tree can be supplied on a single pallet. We have
supplied trees of up to 8m height with a 4-5 m spread that could
be taken up a typical single width staircase and installed many
floors up.
Much of our work comes in the form of repeat business or
personal recommendation as our clients are so bowled over by the
change in a building’s ambience that these trees create. Everything
is available, from beautiful blossom trees, to majestic European
oaks, tropical Ficus and Mediterranean olives. The tree shown on
the following pages are illustrative of type only – they were all
created for individual clients and give you a taste of the different
tree types available and how they might typically look – however
remember, the detail is up to you.

BESPOKE TREES

Podocarpus tree

White Cherry Blossom
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Design it - Olive tree case study
A new high end restaurant wanted a feature Olive tree to form the centre piece of their main dining room.
However it needed to fit exactly into a reflective dome on the ceiling with a spreading canopy for diners to relax
under. Drawings were made of the exact shape and dimensions required for the client to approve along with
samples of the foliage type to be used.

Olive tree

The tree was delivered to site on a single pallet
and the landscaper assembled it from the full
illustrated instructions supplied within an hour.
Now, its famous, used in all the restaurants’
marketing material and always a talking point
amongst guests, who usually want to rub the
leaves as they simply don’t believe it isn’t alive.
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Build It
The secret of our bespoke tree kits is the invisible joints between trunk and branches that are created using
metal sleeve inserts with male and female ends that marry together for a truly seamless fit. All branches and
their partners are supplied labelled so building is a breeze.
Our preference is to use real recycled trunks and branches to create each unique tree. However, resin trunks
are also available.

A steel base plate can also be supplied for direct bolting to the floor
with the option for larger trees to have the trunk holder clad with bark.

Steel base insert, bark clad
As you can see in the pictures above the branches slot together in order to create a full head in a matter of
minutes.
The pictures on the page opposite show the installation of a tree in a shopping mall. Here the landscaper
secured the trunk into a suitable planter (using the bucket base) and then with only the help of a step ladder,
two people were able to assemble the whole thing into a beautiful 5m tree in a matter of minutes.
Base in weighted bucket

Steel insert plate

A typical 4m tree, packed on a
pallet ready for dispatch
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Fruit & Flowering Trees

Pink Cherry Blossom Double Flowers

White Cherry Blossom Single Flowers

Ivory Cherry Blossom Single Flowers

Mandarin Tree

Pink Cherry Blossom tree

White Cherry Blossom

Apple Tree With Flowers
Apple Tree with fruit

Apple
tree with
in in
Quadik
planter
Mandarine
Tree flowers
with fruit
Polybar
planter bench

Apple Tree With Fruit

(An apple tree without fruit or flowers is Camelia Tree.)
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Birch Tree

Oak Tree

Birch tree
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European Trees

Oak Cork tree in Terrace planter

Oak Cork Tree

Pine Tree
Pine tree in Blob planter

Birch tree in Cylinder

Ginkgo Tree
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European Trees (continued)

Maple Tree

Chestnut tree in Pentik planter

Willow Tree

Elm in Bill planter

Elm Tree

Plane tree

Willow Tree

Plane Tree

Chestnut Tree
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Ficus Trees

Ficus Longifolia Tree

Ficus Microcarpa in Pentik planter

Ficus Benjamina Tree

Ficus Longifolia in Totem Cube planter

Ficus Benjamina in Polybar Bench
planter and Easter Island Cube

Ficus Microcarpa Tree

Ficus Microcarpa
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Olive Trees

Olive Tree Single Trunk

Olive tree in Float planter

Olive tree in Blob planter

Olive Tree Thick Trunk

Olive tree in Cube planter

Olive tree

Olive tree
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Cloud Trees

Pittosporum Cloud Tree

Podocarpus Cloud tree

Pine Cloud tree in Blob planter

Pine Cloud Tree

Podocarpus Cloud Tree
Podocarpus Cloud tree in Luna planter

Pine with Bill planter

Podocarpus in Float planter

Pine Cloud tree
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Other Trees

Rowan Tree

Euonymus tree in Barrier Seating planter

Camelia Tree

Giant Bamboo

Euonymus Tree

Ficus Microcarpa tree in bespoke tower planter
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Acacia Tree
Acacia tree in Pillar planter

Pittosporum Double Tree

Bamboo
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Ficus Microcarpa in Cube planter

Mandarine tree with Pentik planter

Ivory Cherry Blossom tree with flowers

Giant Bamboo

Pittosporum Double tree in Luna planter

Oak tree

Pittosporum tree in Cube planter
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